
  

District Instructional Materials Committee Minutes 
November 26, 2019 
Shoreline Center, Room I-107 

Present: Geneva Norton, Joanna Freeman, Margaret Cassady, Maria Stevens, Eric Caldwell, 
Shannon O’Rourke, Chrisy Francescutti, Amy McClellan. 

In Attendance:  Hanna Mazur. 

  

Absent: Anne Dame, Amy Vujovich, Ron Jones, Dr. Tanisha Brandon-Felder, Wendy 
Friedman, Cynthia Mc Connelee. 

 
Call to Order: 
Chairperson Maria Stevens called the District Instructional Materials Committee meeting to order at 9:02 am. 

 

1.0 Approval of October 8, 2019 Minutes Maria Stevens 

 Geneva moved to approve the minutes. Margaret seconded. Minutes approved as written. 

2.0 Review of DIMC Handbook Maria Stevens 

A draft of the DIMC handbook has been reviewed. Comments submitted for discussion by DIMC have 
been discussed (see appendix 1). Handbook will be edited and brought back for review on 
01/14/20. 
 
Handbook edits will include: 
1. P.2 Handbook:  Align Handbook and the Board Policy and Procedure (2311, 2311P): 

1.1 ADA compliance (Eric will send ADA information to Maria.) 
1.2 Plays as extracurricular activity not subject to DIMC. 
1.3 Intervention: Procedure needs to be aligned. Clarification on 2311P needed. (Maria will meet 

with Ellen, Amy V. and Anzara (formerly RTI TOSA) to clarify 2311P and intervention 
piece). 

1.4 Options to withdraw the material:  Implication in policy that it is DIMC recommendation. (Maria 
will study and include if needed.) 

2. P.4 Handbook: General Criteria or Selection of Instructional Materials: 
2.1 Acknowledging bias and dismantling inequity vs completely avoiding. (Eric will send WASDA 

section defining bias to Maria.) 
3. P.5 Handbook: Roles and Responsibilities for Approving Instructional Materials. 

3.1 Clarification on articulation vs. adoption committee. 
3.2 Instructional Technology: “…approved by a representative of the Instructional Technology 

department for appropriate terms of service, data privacy and ADA compliance.”(Eric will 
send links to Maria.) 

3.3 Review of dramatic productions  (not extracurricular) 
4. P.6 Handbook: District Instructional Materials Approval Flow Chart: 

4.1. Recommended vs. approved 



 
 

4.2. Option to resubmit/next steps (e.g. contacted by the Director) 
4.3. Technology piece: Classlink –single sign on. 

5. P.7 Handbook: DIMC Proposal Process: 
5.1. Who presents the material at DIMC? Can we offer other ways for submitters to provide 

feedback/represent remotely? 
6. P.8 Handbook: DIMC  

6.1. Membership and representation: (Prior to 01/14/20, DIMC will reach out to the buildings 
and get feedback to identify most convenient dates/times for DIMC meetings for 2020-
2021 school year as well as other ideas on representation and outreach.) 
 

7. Add FAQs. 
8. Add quick checklist/executive summary. 
 
DIMC Form: 
DIMC subcommittee will notify DIMC secretary of their next meeting so Maria could attend a part of 
the meeting and provide Supt. Staff feedback. DIMC subcommittee will present the form on 
01/14/20. 

3.0 Review of ELA Materials 
 

Shannon O’Rourke 

3.1 Handwriting Without Tears –Grade 1 
Jan Z. Olsen, OTR, ©2018.  
 

Shannon O’Rourke 

Submitted by Kelly E. Davidson, Instructional Coach, MP. Presented by Shannon O’Rourke, K-6 ELA 
TOSA. Recommended for grade 1 (Teacher resource, large group). 

Handwriting Without Tears – Grade 1. Jan Z. Olsen, OTR, ©2018, offers multisensory strategies and 
materials to teach pencil grip, letter formation, and the literacy skills that are needed for print and 
cursive handwriting. The program follows research of how children learn best and includes materials 
that address all styles of learning. It offers cross-curricular connections between handwriting, math, 
social studies, ELA, and science. 
Multisensory activities and manipulatives appeal to all learning styles and provide a hands-on 
approach to handwriting. 
Handwriting fluency is an important component of early learning and communication. To help acquire 
knowledge and share or demonstrate what they have learned, elementary-aged children need to be 
able to handwrite automatically, with speed and ease. With the adoption of more rigorous education 
standards, the emphasis and expectations placed on classroom note-taking and expository writing in 
grades K–5 are greater than ever. Efficient transcription skills allow a writer to concentrate on 
message creation, while poor transcription skills can disrupt the composition process (Mackenzie and 
Spokes 2018). Studies have shown that handwriting contributes directly to compositional fluency and 
quality for beginning and developing writers and that automatic letter writing is the single best 
predictor of length and quality of written composition in younger students (Graham et al., 1997; 
Graham et al., 2000). Brain-based and applied research evidence lends support to the concept that 
reading and handwriting are closely linked (James, 2009; Levy et al., 2006; Richey, 2008; Vander 
Hart et al., 2010). (McEachern and Frijters 2014).  
 
Chrisy moved to approve “ Handwriting Without Tears ” all of the components with the digital 
piece contingent upon review for grade 1 (supplemental teacher resource, large group). 
Amy amended the motion to adopt for K- 12.  Eric seconded K-12. Motion carried.  
 

 Adjournment: 10:38 am 


